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THE PROJECT
The main goal of the project is to

develop an online gamified
environment, making use of the

motivational mechanics of games,
helping students better engage with

their homework while improving their
learning outcomes. One of the aims of
the project is to make a shift from the
traditional learning processes to the

digital. The proposed gamified
homework  environment will allow the

creation of gamified experiences,
providing a versatile educational tool
that encourages its use in all schools.

PROJECT KICK-OFF
MEETING

https://www.facebook.com/
GamifiedTeam

@gamework2022_24

The project kick-off meeting took place on
the 4th and 5th of May 2022 at the

University of Patras in Greece. Partners had
the chance to travel and work face-to-face. 

All partners were present and essential
project decisions were taken, specializing

the project plan constructively and
sufficiently to allow detailed

implementation work to follow.



PARTNERS

1st PROJECT RESULT
How students would like to

have fun with their homework?
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Greek & Lithuanian students have similar
preferences regarding homework

assignments, and they seem to have positive
perceptions of homework, as they tend to

perceive them as learning opportunities. On
the other hand, Portuguese students don´t

have such a positive perception of homework,
congruent with literature that states

homework assignments are stressful and
boring. 

Regarding the perception of the courses with
the most interesting homework assignments,
math and subjects related to sciences are the
ones that students (from all countries) choose
more frequently. However, math also appears
to be the most boring subject for completing

homework assignments. 
According to students' responses about other

game mechanisms that they like, and
considering the games they like to play, it is

evident that they prefer strategy games.
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